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Shop Subscribe Latest News Jalopnik Reviews The Morning Shift Nice Price Car Buying Video The
Inventory Drive Free or Die. Drop your email here and get our stories in your inbox. But, as it turns
out, the Mercedes SLR McLaren shares an extremely vital part of its makeup with my humble daily,
which basically means I’m God now. Advertisement Owning A Car In New York Is Absolutely Worth
It Anyone who has been away from their car for a while knows the joy of being reunited with it.
Advertisement Highly versatile, it was found in SClasses including the V12 models, EClasses,
CClasses heyo!, the SLs, SLKs, CLs, CLKs, GClasses, a bunch of Chrysler products, like Dodges and
Jeeps, Jaguars, the 996 Porsche 911 and Sprinter vans. See It’s pretty much the same car. I’d always
wanted a sixth gear because I figured the gas mileage could be better, but after looking into this
transmission, I’m actually pretty happy about it. In addition to being widely used, it was also
massively overbuilt. Some estimates claimed that it could withstand a torque capacity of close to 800
lbft. This came into play when the Mercedes SLR McLaren’s engineers were designing it. The SLR
McLaren was noticeably different from its contemporary, the Carrera GT, because it opted for an
automatic transmission instead of a manual. Advertisement In an interview with Jalopnik, a McLaren
engineer said that an automatic was their primary choice because a manual transmission just
couldn’t handle the torque produced by the 5.4liter supercharged V8, which made 617 horsepower
and 575 lbft of torque. Even by 2018 standards, that’s very impressive. Photo
MBBMWWorkshop.com Advertisement So, Mercedes dropped the 5GTronic into the iconic
collaboration between itself and the famed British automaker. It was the more durable choice, even
though by that point Mercedes had also started rolling out the 7GTronic 722.9 sevenspeed
transmission.http://www.veteran.ro/images/user/delta-10-inch-compound-miter-saw-owner-s-manual.
xml

c32 amg manual transmission, mercedes c32 amg manual transmission, 1.0, c32 amg
manual transmission, mercedes c32 amg manual transmission.
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Mercedes gave the SLR’s fivespeed the special AMG Speedshift R operating mode, which meant that
drivers had the option of choosing between three manual modes. Advertisement The subsequent
MercedesBenz SL65 AMG Black Series also benefited from the fivespeed. Its twinturbocharged,
6.0liter V12 engine produced a staggering 738 lbft of torque and it needed an transmission that
could handle all of that power. Photo Daimler Advertisement Eventually, Mercedes made the
transition over to using the sevenspeed automatic and then to the ninespeed after that, but it took a
while to do so. The 5GTronic was too reliable and economical to give up so quickly, and it was
actually used all the way up to the JKgeneration Jeep Wrangler. The point I’m trying to make is this
is a godly transmission that was put into godly cars and that, by extension, makes me God. Exciting
news! Kristen Lee Posts Email Twitter Writer at Jalopnik and consumer of many noodles. Share This
Story Get our newsletter Subscribe More from Jalopnik What Kind Of Car Should The New KITT Be.
Face Masks Need The Kind Of Marketing That Sold America On Seat Belts Why Are There So Many
Used Red Genesis G70s With Under 100 Miles. Specifically a C32 or a first gen E AMG. How’s the
C32 See all replies. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. You can however get the map from the c32 burned into the 240 manual ecu,
then code that ecu to work with the das setup in your car. As to what stops working without the
factory ecu, I couldnt say for sure. I can post more pics of the full kit and conversion. ECU will be a
MoTeC M600 This twin plate clutch is manufactured here in Australia but available globally
including the UK from Super Clutch
superclutch.http://www.x-wing.co.kr/upload/delta-10-bench-saw-owners-manual.xml

com These are the specs off Torque Clamps Australian web site Features Hardened Aluminium
angular drive legs for exact concentricity and low M.O.I with Positive Power Drive located for
extreme strength, making clutch and flywheel as one. See more features in this short video. There is
nothing in this clutch that is not critical to its operation. Watch this video to see why. Clutch
Material Track Cerametalic in single or twin plate Street Organic in single or twin plate Torque
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Rating Torque Clamp 700 up to 700 Lbs Ft Torque Clamp 900 up to 900 Lbs Ft Flywheel
Requirements Based on application, steel or aluminium.Kits are also available, contact us for more
info. A video of the clutch in action for those interested. Torque Clamp Gallery P.S. I am not
connected in any way or have any financial interest in the product or company, the manual
conversion set up however is my proprietary and is the only one I am aware of that exists or has
been attempted. Cheers John The posted views of our members are in no way the views of
MBClub.co.uk or its owners. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies.
We may earn money from the links on this page.The new C32 is the exception to the rule at the
performance division of MercedesBenz. First came AMGs C36, followed by the C43, and now we
have the C32, the hotrod version of Mercedes new Cclass. Dont let the lesser number confuse you
into thinking AMG has gone soft. The implication that the new C32 is somehow inferior to the C43
can be dismissed right now. Its a sensitive issue, one thats directly responsible for AMGs adding an
oversized V6 Kompressor badge to the flanks. The theory being that a V6 plus a supercharger
elevates the C32 beyond the V8 powered C43 to bring real street credibility to Mercedes latest
supersedan. The badges are totally out of character with the C32s discreet appearance. Leave the
performance to do the talking, which is far more convincing, as the C32 is a compelling orator.

This is AMGs rival to Porsches Boxster S and BMWs M roadster. Seriously. The SLK gets the same
supercharged 349hp engine, which amounts to 99 more horsepower than is found in the Porsche.
Both the C32 and the SLK32 should arrive in the U.S. in September. Much about AMGs new Cclass
muscle car is outstanding, nothing more so than its effortless ability to close in on the horizon. In
acceleration, driver appeal, and refinement, the decathlete C32 blows away the C43and not just by
10ths of a second, but in a quantum leap in performance.Times to 125 mph are important marketing
tools in Germany, and AMG says its C32 will do it in 18.6 seconds, 1.5 seconds ahead of the C43,
despite weighing about 140 pounds heavier at 3450 pounds. Youll also want to know that its time to
62 mph exactly matches BMWs claim for the new M3. This on midgrade fuel, not the more expensive
premium gas BMW recommends. Powering its way to the electronically limited top speed of 155
mph, the C32 slips swiftly from fourth to fifth at 149 mph and charges forward without any tangible
let up in the way the driver is pushed back into the seat. This is, by all but supercar standards,
blistering performance. Toss out the computer chip that restricts its top speed something AMG does
quietly for customers who insist on running with 911s on the autobahns, and the C32 tops out at 175
mph. Change the final drive, as some clients demand, and the engineers whisper that its closer to
190 mph. Whereas the C43 relied on cubic inches for its grunt, the C32 relies on the heavy
breathing induced by a beltdriven supercharger. AMG cites the advantages of a more compact
engine that allows better weight distribution and, because its shorter, improved behavior in a crash.
Contrary to its onpaper specpeak torque of 332 poundfeet at a high 4400 rpmwhich suggests the V6
is a screamer, the supercharger delivers at least 295 poundfeet of torque all the way from 2200 rpm
to 6100 rpm.
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And it has not been achieved simply by mounting the supercharger on Mercedes 3.2liter V6. A new
crankshaft, new con rods and pistons, an oil pump with a 70percent increased capacity, lightweight
camshafts, and harder valve springs mean the V6 now spins to 6200 rpm, an increase of 200 rpm.
Ceramic thinwall catalytic converters reduce back pressure and emissions and help boost output to
an impressive 349 horsepower at 6100 rpm, 47 more than the C43 made, and 134 up on the C320.
Mercedes builds the C32 in its Bremen plant, but each AMG engine is still a handassembled source
of pride. The cast alloy induction covers, with the supercharger sitting neatly between the banks of
cylinders, demonstrate that AMG understands the visual appeal of an exciting engine. It sounds
exciting, too. The mechanical hum of the compressor struggles to match the booming exhaust when
the right foot is planted. This V6 also sounds smoother and more relaxed than Mercedes gruff
fourcylinder supercharged engines, and since the C32 inherits the new Cclasss ability to slip
through the air quietly, its a great longdistance cruiser with a range of about 350 miles, provided
you can cope with the constant whir from the tires. The mildly disguised C32no flared wheel arches
heresits 1.2 inches lower over new twinspoke AMG wheels and 17inch rubber. Only those horrid
badges, twin oval exhaust pipes, and discreet nose spoiler and side skirts give the game away, and
even these can be deleted if desired. The C32 is luxuriously equipped with plenty of rich leather and
aluminum rather than wood trim. AMG has tweaked the shift program to speed up gearchanges by
35 percent, introduced mechanical torqueconverter lockup from second gear, and added a degree of
intelligence to the transmissions brain. It works brilliantly and plays a crucial role in enhancing a
more sporting character.
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The socalled Speedshift auto drops down a ratio, even two, in hard braking; it holds onto gears
through corners, even when the throttle is feathered, and always seems to pick up the ideal ratio to
maximize performance. The changes arent quite Mercedesseamless, but their speed faster than the
best manual, according to AMG mates perfectly with the engines dynamic personality. Or it can be
as gentle and easy to drive as any Mercedes automatic. But the automaticpilot feeling disappears if
you punch the ESP electronic stability program switch. You want to play, the C32 obliges, instantly
converting into a poweroversteering, tireshredding brute. Its a momentary phase, quickly replaced
by a sense of throttlecontrolled adjustability coupled with real steering agility and bite on initial
turnin. Introduce the ESP to the equation, and the handling is tidy and quick, although the natural
tendency to mild understeer cant be avoided. Its so casually quick, the ability to sustain speed is
deceptive. Theres massive grip on dry and wet roads, yet it copes easily with midcorner bumps. The
ride, helped by the highly adjustable comfort of the heavily bolstered bucket seats, is firm but never
as taut as in an M3. Massive crossdrilled and vented front discs offer immense stopping power.
Turns out its entirely up to the drivers skill in controlling the wheelspin. In fact, AMG says
sub5.0second times to 60 mph are the norm. In the twoseater, the V6 is more vocal and the
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antiquated recirculatingball steering feels less fluent, in part because the steering wheel itself is so
big in diameter and the rim so thick. Its more hot rod than the C32, and less coherent and balanced
than a Boxster S, yet even quicker in a straight line. That small lip added to the trunklid reduces lift
by 50 percent and makes a discernible difference to highspeed stability. But the SLK is beginning to
show its age in the interior and in a ride that lacks the quality of the new Cclass chassis.
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Inevitably, the C32 faces a shootout with the M3. But in reality, the AMG is a different animal, less
narrow in its sporting focus, yet still combining sledgehammer performance with relaxed handling,
cultured comfort, and practicality. All in one. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano.ioYou may be able to find more information on their web site. We carry
a wideranging catalog of used Mercedes transmissions for all applications including gas and diesel
engines. Buy your used Mercedes transmissions from us and save time and money. Our used engines
and transmissions are covered under a 1year warranty from the date of purchase, included for free!
You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US.
Air Filter NEW! Fuel Filter NEW! Fiaam filter NEW! Braking systems Braking systems Brake pads
NEW. Brake disc NEW! Repair Kit, brake caliper NEW. Brake Shoe Set NEW! Guide Sleeve Kit,
brake caliper NEW. Brake Hose NEW! Repair kit, brake pads NEW. Brake repair kit NEW. Piston,
brake caliper NEW. Repair Kit, brake master cylinder NEW. Wheel brake cylinder NEW. Brake shoes
kit, drum brakes Guide Sleeve, brake caliper NEW. Steering parts Steering parts Tie rod end NEW.
Control arm ball joint NEW. Stabilizer mount NEW. Axial joint NEW! Steering boot NEW! Tie Bar
Bush NEW! Mounting Tool Set, ball joint NEW. Shock absorbers Shock absorbers Shock absorber
NEW. Top Strut Mounting NEW. Electrical parts Electrical parts Spark Plug NEW. Sender Unit,
coolant temperature NEW. Medalion version USA Starter NEW. Switch, reverse light NEW. Oil
Pressure Switch NEW. Distributor Cap NEW. Alternator Regulator NEW. Rotor, distributor NEW.
Bulb, spotlight NEW. Carbon Brush, starter NEW.Water Pump NEW! Radiator cap Viscous clutch
Antifreeze NEW. R1234YF R134a Engine Engine Gasket, cylinder head cover NEW. Gasket, cylinder
head NEW. Shaft Seal, crankshaft, Shaft Seal, camshaft NEW. Gasket, exhaust manifold NEW.

Gasket, intake manifold NEW. Bolt Kit, cylinder head NEW. Oil Drain Plug, oil pan NEW. Oil
Pressure Switch NEW. Gasket, wet sump NEW. Seal Set, valve stem NEW. Seal, oil drain plug NEW.
Big End Bearings NEW. Main Bearings, crankshaft NEW. Seal, valve stem NEW. Gasket Set, wet
sump NEW. Shaft Seal, crankshaft, camshaft, Seal Ring NEW. Shaft Seal, camshaft, Seal Ring NEW.
Drive system parts Drive system parts Wheel bearing kit NEW. CVjoint boot NEW! Seal, drive shaft
NEW. Bearing, propshaft centre bearing NEW. Clutches Clutches Clutch Kit NEW. Master Cylinder,
clutch NEW. Slave Cylinder, clutch NEW. Clutch Disc NEW! Concentric Slave Cylinder NEW. Repair
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Kit, clutch master cylinder NEW. Repair Kit, clutch slave cylinder NEW. Releaser NEW! Clutch
Pressure Plate NEW. Pulley kit with timing belt NEW. Tension pulley Pulley set Vibration Damper,
timing belt NEW. Engine, transsmision and drive system mountings Engine, transsmision and drive
system mountings Seal, drive shaft NEW. Shaft Seal, differential NEW. Windscreen wiper systems
Windscreen wiper systems Windscreen wiper blade Switches Switches Switch, reverse light NEW.
Fuel system Fuel system Seal Ring, nozzle holder NEW. Injection System NEW. Exhaust System
Exhaust System Gasket, exhaust pipe NEW. Rubber Strip, exhaust system NEW. Clamp, exhaust
system NEW. Fuel system parts Fuel system parts Fuel cap NEW. Diesel Injector NEW. Oils Oils
Automatic Transmission Oil, Manual Transmission Oil, Axle Gear Oil NEW. Brake fluids Gear oil
Other tools Spanners Tool sets Tools Wheels Wheels Wheel Nut NEW! Hub cap Spacer Bush, shock
absorber NEW. Timing Chain NEW! Crankshaft Bearing Set NEW. Automatic Transmission Oil NEW.
Automatic Transmission Oil NEW. Automatic Transmission Oil NEW. Automatic Transmission Oil
NEW. Manual Transmission Oil NEW. Car interior equipment Car interior equipment First aid kit
Heating systems Heating systems Car heating warmup system.
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